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South Africa - Weather
Eastern South Africa will see erratic rainfall return later this week and
weekend
o Little to no rain is expected during the next few days before rain potentials
increase
o Moisture totals by next Monday morning will range from 0.40 to 2.00
inches and local amounts over 3.00 inches in Natal
o A good mix of rain and sunshine is expected March 17 – 23
o Western Cape and western Eastern Cape into western sections of Free
State and North West will have a few opportunities for rain
0.75 inch and local amounts over 1.00 inch
o Northern Cape will be mostly dry this week
o More widespread rain will be possible March 17 – 23
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The Midwest will see a few rounds of precipitation through this weekend with the
lower Midwest wettest, but most of the precipitation should not be heavy enough to cause much new
flooding. A close watch will be made on the next storm system which will occur March 16-18 as there
may be some heavy rain in the lower Midwest and if that occurs flooding would result as soils will be
saturated by then in much of the region.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: An improving trend for fieldwork and flood conditions will occur through
this weekend from the southern Delta through southern Alabama and southern Georgia into central,
southern, and eastern South Carolina as parts of the region will be dry with some areas seeing light
rain. The central and northern Delta into the remainder of the Southeast will see regular rounds of
showers and thunderstorms through next Monday and conditions for fieldwork will be poor while
some flooding may occur as well. The March 18-20 period will a strong storm system that has some
potential to
bring heavy rain to portions of the Delta and the Southeast and a close monitoring of this storm
system is warranted. Some additional showers and thunderstorms will occur March 21-23 and drier
weather will be needed late this month to ensure planting delays do not become extended.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Frequent rounds of showers and thunderstorms will occur through the next week from
northern Mato Grosso through central and northern Goias, Bahia, the northern and eastern halves of
Minas Gerais, and Espirito Santo causing delays to fieldwork while replenishing soil moisture in the
drier areas of the northeast. Second season corn needs to be planted by the middle of March to
ensure corn is beyond the pollination stage of development when soil moisture becomes low during
the dry season.
ARGENTINA: A timely increase in rain will occur through Saturday in key crop areas in
southern Argentina with enough rain to induce notable improvements in soil moisture. Rain will then
shift into central and northern Argentina Sunday into next Monday, but rain will not be heavy enough
to induce a lasting increase in soil moisture. Occasional rounds of showers and thunderstorms will
occur Mar. 18-23 with coverage of significant rain erratic leaving some central and northern areas in
need of greater rain to prevent crop stress from returning later this month.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Wet conditions in the U.K. will continue to lead to flooding and some flooding may occur in portions of France into Germany as well as times, but no harm to winter crops is expected. Meanwhile, moisture will
continue over Greece, south Serbia and Bulgaria early this week and may return during the coming weekend and totals will vary from 0.75 to 2.00 inches by this time next week.
AUSTRALIA: Wet conditions will continue over coastal portions of northeast New South Wales and southeast Queensland into areas near the Central Coast of Queensland and the Cape York Peninsula this week. The
moisture will be more beneficial than not and continue to improve water supply, especially in the Cape York Peninsula. Drying will continue over interior portions of Queensland and New South Wales back into Victoria
and South Australia during the second week of the outlook, March 16- 22. A soaking of rain is still needed to improve subsoil moisture conditions in New South Wales and follow up rain will be needed in Queensland in the
coming weeks.
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